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PATTERNING JOURNAL: A TOOL FOR LEVERAGE AND LIBERATION 

“If you could only switch on the light of awareness and observe yourself and everything around you 
throughout the day, if you would see yourself reflected in the mirror of awareness the way you see your 
face reflected in a looking glass, that accurately, clearly, exactly as it is without the slightest distortion  

or addition, and if you observed this reflection without any judgment or condemnation,  
you would experience all sorts of marvelous changes coming about you. . . .  

It is this nonjudgmental awareness alone that heals and changes and makes one grow.” 
u Anthony de Mello

The Way to Love:  The Last 
 Meditations of Anthony de Mello 

Your Patterning Journal provides an opportunity for you to function as a Spiritual Scientist 
through practicing Neutral Observation in your own consciousness.  By observing patterns in 
consciousness, it is possible to gain the leverage necessary to alter/dissolve certain patterns, 
thereby recalibrating your consciousness at a higher level.   

It is recommended that you write in your Journal every day (just before going to sleep seems to 
work best for most people) and a minimum of three days per week is usually recommended to 
produce significant shifts in consciousness.  It is important to date each entry.   

There are three types of experiences we suggest you record in your Journal: 

(1) Experiences from anywhere in your life that tended to bring forward upset from within
you.  Upset is defined as emotional disturbance and/or mental judgment.  Write what
happened and how you reacted.  Write in sufficient detail so that you will be able to
recall the experience when you re-read your Journal later in the course.  On a scale of 1 to
100, where 1 is a mild reaction and 100 is an extremely strong reaction, what was the
level of your reaction?

(2) Experiences from anywhere in your life that tended to bring forward upliftment from
within you.  Upliftment is defined as characterized by Empathy, Compassion, Joy,
Humor, Peace, and Loving.  Write what happened and how you responded.  Write in
sufficient detail so that you will be able to recall the experience when you re-read your
Journal later in the course.  On a scale of 1 to 100, where 1 is a mild response and 100 is
an extremely strong response, what was the level of your response?

(3) Challenging situations from anywhere in your life where you responded with
equanimity.*  Write what happened and how you responded.  Write in sufficient detail
so that you will be able to recall the experience when you re-read your Journal later in
the course.
*Random House Dictionary defines equanimity as “mental or emotional stability or composure, especially
under tension or strain; calmness; equilibrium.”



PATTERNING JOURNAL MONTHLY REVIEW 

Pausing once a month to spend a little time reviewing your Patterning Journal entries is a simple, 
leveraged activity in support of Cultivating the Consciousness of the Spiritual Scientist.  Here 
are a few questions for you to use as part of your review.  We encourage you to record your 
Awarenesses as part of your Patterning Journal.  

(1) How many entries did you make in your Patterning Journal this past month?  

(2) What are you observing about any common themes that you are noticing in your 
Patterning Journal entries.  

(3) What trends, if any, are taking place that you’d like to alter or cultivate? 

(4) What progress, if any, do you perceive yourself making in the areas you’d like to alter or 
cultivate? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“As a Spiritual Warrior, you must realize that there is no substance to upsetting emotions 

 and fantasies. Instead of indulging the past, and making yourself a slave to it, through observation 
 you will confront the upset and guilt of the past and stop it here and now.  Most people think that 

 when these thoughts occur to them, they have to do something about them: They have to explain, justify, 
feel guilt.  But there is nothing you have to do except observe.” 

u John-Roger 
Spiritual Warrior:  The Art of Spiritual Living, pp. 32–33 

 
“I look back at the looks I’ve had over the years.  I’m proud of myself that I had the courage 

to experiment with crazy hairstyles and some fashion things.  Would I do it again?   
No.  But that’s part of the learning process and getting from point A to point B.” 

u Christina Aguilera 
 

“The neutral and luminous background of our consciousness provides us with the space we need to 
observe mental [and emotional] events rather than being at their mercy.” 

◆ Matthieu Ricard 
 

 


